Let X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n be chosen independently and uniformly at random from the unit square [0, 1] d . Let r be given and let X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n }. The random geometric graph G = G X ,r has vertex set X and an edge X i X j whenever |X i − X j | ≤ r. We show that if each edge of G is colored independently from one of n + o(n) colors and r has the smallest value such that G has minimum degree at least two, then G contains a rainbow Hamilton cycle a.a.s.
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V, E) plus an edge coloring c : E → [q], we say that S ⊆ E is rainbow colored if no two edges of S have the same color. There has been a substantial amount of research on the question as to when does an edge colored graph contain a Hamilton cycle. The early research was done in the context of the complete graph K n when restrictions were placed on the colorings. In this paper we deal with the case where we have a random geometric graph and the edges are colored randomly.
In the case of the Erdős-Rényi random graph G n,m , Cooper and Frieze [3] proved that if m ≥ 21n log n and each edge of G n,m is randomly given one of at least q ≥ 21n random colors then w.h.p. there is a rainbow Hamilton cycle. Frieze and Loh [6] improved this result to show that if m ≥ 1 2 (n + o(n)) log n and q ≥ (1 + o(1))n then w.h.p. there is a rainbow Hamilton cycle. This was further improved by Ferber and Krivelevich [4] to m = n(log n + log log n + ω)/2 and q ≥ (1 + o(1))n, where ω → ∞ with n. This is best possible in terms of the number of edges. The case q = n was considered by Bal and Frieze [2] . They showed that O(n log n) random edges suffice.
Hamilton cycle G X ,r,q . They show that for r at the threshold for Hamiltonicity, q = O(n) random colors are sufficient to have a rainbow Hamilton cycle w.h.p. The aim of this paper is to show that q = n + o(n) colors suffice in this context. Let θ = θ(d, p) denote the volume of the unit ℓ p -ball in d dimensions and let r satisfy
where ω = o(log log n) → ∞.
Theorem 1. Let r be as in (1), let η > 0 be arbitrarily small and q = (1 + η)n. Then w.h.p. G X ,r,q contains a rainbow Hamilton cycle.
We actually have the stronger hitting time result. Let r = inf {r ≥ 0 : G X ,r has minimum degree at least 2.} Theorem 2. G X ,r,q has a rainbow Hamilton cycle a.a.s.
Notation and Structure
Let ε ≪ η be a constant. We will convenience let the set of colors Q = [m] where m = (1 + 2η)n and that the colors of the edges of the random geometric graph, G X ,r,q are randomly chosen from Q. Let Q 0 = [1, (1 + η)n] and Q 1 = [n + ηn + 1, n + 2ηn].
We divide [0, 1] d into a set C of N = 1 (εr) d cells of side s = εr where ε ≪ η. We remark that
The graph of cells G C is a graph with vertex set C where two cells are adjacent in G C if their centres are at ℓ p -distance at most r − 2ds. A cell C is dense if |C ∩ X | ≥ ε 3 log n. Otherwise it is sparse. The set of dense cells is denoted by D and G D is the subgraph of G induced by the good cells. The paper [1] shows that a.a.s.
The cells in K g are good. A cell that is not good, but is adjacent to a cell in K g is called bad. The remaining cells are called ugly. The following two lemmas describe properties that occur a.a.s and their proofs are in [1] :
P1 |C ∩ X | ≤ log n for all C ∈ C.
P2 There are at most n 1−ε/2 bad cells.
P3 There are at most n O(ε 1/d ) ugly cells.
P4 The maximum degree in G X ,r,q is at most 2 d log n.
Lemma 4. Let X U denote the set of points in ugly cells. Then there is a collection of paths P such that Q1 P covers X U .
Q2 P covers at most two vertices inside any non-ugly cell.
Q3 Every vertex in X that is covered by P is at graph-distance at most 2(20d) d from some vertex in X U with respect to the graph G C .
Q4 For each path P ∈ P, there is a good cell C P such that the two endvertices of P lie in cells that are adjacent in G C to C P ;
Q5 Every two different paths in P are at ℓ p -distance at least Ar from each other, A arbitrary.
Q6 The total number of edges on the paths in P is n O(ε 1/d ) .
For a cell C we let V (C) = C ∩ X and
We now prove some lemmas related to the colorings of cells. Proof. Now for a fixed cell C,
(a) We then have, by the Markov inequality that
Explanation: we choose a cell C and a color c. Then the number of edges of color c in cell C is dominated by the stated binomial.
(b) We have that
Explanation: The first term in the upper bound for 3 edges of the same color and the second term accounts for two pairs of edges with the same color.
(c) We have that
(d) There are O(1/r) cells within 10r of the boundary and so
.
(e) The graph G C has maximum degree O(1) and so
We add the non-rainbow cells of Lemma 5 to the set of bad cells. This will remove some cells from K g . We argue next that K g remains connected.
Lemma 6. K g remains connected a.a.s. after the deletion of the non-rainbow cells.
Proof. We now refer to the cells in C as
We first claim the following.
For a fixed i, observe that there at most d 2 cells i ′ such that ||i ′ − i|| 1 ≤ 2. It follows from (3) that
We also have
So, suppose now that C is a non-rainbow good cell. Referring to ||i ′ −i|| 1 as the i-distance between C(i), C(i ′ ), we let N 2 (C) denote the cells with i-distance 2 of C in G C , excluding C itself. Note that the cells in N 2 (C) are neighbors of C in G C Let K b g , denote K g before we remove the non-rainbow cells and let K a g denote K b g , less the cells that have been removed. We can assume by (5) 
g that contains C as an interior vertex. Let C 1 = C(i 1 ), C 2 = C(i 2 ) be the neighbors of C = C(i) on P where i k = i + θ k , k = 1, 2. The lemma now follows from the fact that there is a path Q from C 1 to C 2 that only uses cells at i-distance at most one from C. If θ 1 = −θ 2 then we consider the sequence [ XP: moved here: ] Let B 1 denote the colors on edges that are incident with vertices in bad or ugly cells or lie on a path in P. Explanation: P1 and P4 imply that no cell is incident to more than 2 d log 2 n edges. P2,P3 and P4 imply that |B 1 | ≤ 2 d n 1−ε/3 ε 3 log n.
We now prove some lemmas concerning the existence of paths in G m,p .
Lemma 9. Suppose that 0 < p < 1 is constant. Then, Suppose now that we arbitrarily add edges to vertices of degree at most 3k in G m,p so that the new graph H has minimum degree ℓ = 3k. Arguing as in (a) we see that 
Coloring procedure
We now describe how we select our rainbow Hamilton cycle.
Good cells
Let T C be a spanning tree of the giant K g . Suppose that C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C M is an enumeration of the good cells that follows from a depth first search of T C . We examine them in this order and when we reach C i we will have constructed a cycle H i−1 through V (C 1 ) ∪ · · · ∪ V (C i−1 ). Let C π(i) denote the parent of C i in this search. Let A denote the allowable colors at this point, i.e. those colors not used in H i−1 or in B 1 . Let G i denote the edge-colored subgraph of G induced by V (C i ) and the edges with colors in A. We note that G i contains a copy of G m,p where m ≥ ε 3 log n and p = η/2. We first try to construct a cycle D i using edges of color in A ∩ Q 0 . Note that D i is necessarily a rainbow cycle. It follows from Lemma 9(a) that we succeed with probability at least 1 − n −ηε 3 /4 . So, a.a.s. we fail to construct D i at most o(n) times overall.
For j < i, let E i,j denote the edges of H i−1 that are incident with exactly one point in C j . We justify the following claim later.
Claim A: A.a.s,. at all times in the coloring process, if j < i, then |E i,j | = o(log n).
(a) If C i contains a spanning cycle D i then we try to patch it into H i−1 as follows: we search for an edge e 1 = {a, b} of D i and an edge e 2 = {c, d} of H i−1 ∩ E(C π(i−1) ) such that (i) f 1 = {a, c} , f 2 = {b, d} are both edges of G and (ii) f 1 , f 2 use colors from Q 1 \ B 1 that have not been used in H i−1 , D i . We then delete e 1 , e 2 and replace them with f 1 , f 2 creating H i .
We note that to this point we have used o(n) patching colors from Q 1 and that the probability of failing to patch D i is at most (1 − η 2 /4) Ω(log 2 n) = n −ω (1) . To obtain this bound, we see that there are Ω(log n) choices for each of e 1 and for each such choice there are Ω(log n) choices for e 2 . We can make these choices so that an edge can occur at most once as f 1 , f 2 and so all these possibilities are independent. Finally, the probability that both of f 1 , f 2 are both acceptable is at least (η/2) 2 . We need Claim A to justify the number of choices for e 2 . So, in this case we can assume that D i is patched into H i−1 .
We can select the cycle D i by exposing the edges that use available colors, but without exposing the actual color. Of course, having selected D i we expose the colors of its edges. We call this deferred coloring.
We expose the set of paths using deferred coloring. Let P be one of the at most ψ 0 paths and let c, d be the endpoints of P . We now consider all edges f i = {c i , d i } , i = 1, 2, . . . , k of H i−1 that are within distance r of c, d. Here k ≥ α log n, α ≥ ε 3 /2 − o(1). We consider adding P to H i−1 by deleting f l and adding edges {c, c l } , {d, d l }. We say that such a swap is a failure, if the new cycle is not rainbow. The probability that all swaps lead to a failure is at most (1 − η 2 /4) α log n/2 ≤ n −ξ 0 , ξ 0 = η 2 ε/8. (We estimate α log n/2 by taking every other pair and the o(1) accounts for the edges of H i−1 alluded to in Claim A.
If all swaps lead to non-rainbow cycles, then we consider making the swap involving f = f 1 and then deleting the unique edges g l = {x l , y l } , l = 1, 2 of the same color as {c,
First consider the path P that covers all the vertices of H i−1 and P that is obtained by adding both edges {c, c 1 } , {d, d 1 } and then deleting g 1 . We will subsequently delete g 2 using the method proposed next. Suppose that x = x 1 lies in cell C x and y = y 1 lies in cell C y . What we do now is to search for an edge {u, v} of E( P ) with u ∈ E(C x ), v ∈ E(C y ) such that the cycle P + {u, x} + {v, y} − {u, v} is rainbow. In this attempt, we can restrict ourselves to edges {u, x} , {v, y} with colors in Q 1 . Because (i) we will only search for o(n) edges of color in Q 1 , and (ii) because Claim B: a.a.s., no cell occurs as C x or C y more than o(log n) times, and (iii) because every point in C x is within ℓ p distance r of every point in C y , we see that we succeed with probability at least 1 − n −ξ 0 . Having dealt with g 1 we follow the same procedure with g 2 . So, with probability at least 1 − 2n −ξ 0 we succeed in adding P to H i−1 to create a rainbow cycle. If we fail, then we are left with a cycle containing one or two repeated colors. We think of this as the first stage in a branching process that creates repeated colors.
We repeat the same process to try to remove any repeated colors. The expected number of repeated colors after l stages is (4n −ξ 0 ) l . So, with probability at least 1 − n −2+o (1) we can say that after at most 2/ξ 0 stages, we have created a rainbow cycle through the vertices of P and H i−1 . Furthermore, we will have used at most 2 1/ξ 0 colors from Q 1 . We repeat the same process to absorb all the paths of C i to create H i .
We must now deal with the claims A and B. We note that Claim B implies Claim A. The only way that E i,j can get too large is through a cell being chosen too many times as C x . It cannot get too large because it occurs many times as C π(i) . This follows from the fact that G C has maximum degree ε −3 . At any stage, for a cell C, the probability it is chosen in the addition of C i is equal to So, using the Markov inequality, a.a.s. the number of times that C occurs as C x is dominated by the maximum size of a box when O(Nn −ηε 3 /8 ) balls are thrown randomly into N boxes. And we note that a.a.s. this maximum is O(1).
Let now H denote the rainbow cycle that uses all the points in good cells.
Bad cells
We note that H does not use any color incident with a point in non-good cells. We add the points in bad cells, cell by cell, growing H as we go. We avoid using the colors in the paths P promised in Lemma 4. If the cell C contains more than 2k 0 + 1 points then because it forms a clique in G, it contains k 0 edge disjoint Hamilton cycles (w.r.t. X ∩ C) and Lemma 8 implies that at least one of these H C is free from colors repeated in other non-good cells. We can then patch H C into H avoiding edges from B 1 . This follows from the fact that bad cells have at least one good neighbor. If C contains at most 2k 0 vertices then we insert these vertices one by one. We can do this because for a good cell C there are at most π/ε 2 bad cells contained in the disk with the same center as C and radius r.
Ugly cells
We patch the points in the ugly cells into H by using the paths P of Lemma 4. By avoiding colors repeated in other non-good cells, we have avoided using the colors of P. We also require the claim in Lemma 7.
